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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 151 the authors, in their attempt to find a unified theory of fuzzy 
topologies, fuzzy proximities, and fuzzy uniformities, introduced the fuzzy 
syntopogenous structures. The concept of a fuzzy syntopogenous structure 
on a set X is based on the basic term of order on the family of all fuzzy sets 
in X. As shown in [ 151, the fuzzy topologies, the fuzzy proximities, and the 
fuzzy uniformities are special cases of these structures. In this paper we 
continue with the investigation of fuzzy syntopogenous structures. We study 
in particular initial fuzzy syntopogenous structures. products and subspaces 
of fuzzy syntopogenous structures, and initial fuzzy proximities. We also 
introduce the concept of continuity of a function between two fuzzy 
syntopogenous structures and show that such a function is necessarily 
continuous with respect to the corresponding fuzzy topologies. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some of the definitions related to fuzzy topologies, 
fuzzy proximities, fuzzy uniformities, and fuzzy syntopogenous structures. 
A fuzzy set, in a set X, is an element of the set I” of all functions fi from 
X to the unit interval I. Iffis a function from X to Y and ,u E I”, thenf-‘@) 
is the fuzzy set in X defined by f -‘(u)(x) =,~udf(x)). Also, for o E L’,f(a) is 
the fuzzy set in Y defined byf(u)(y) = 0 if?7 &f(X) andf(o)(JT) = sup{a(x) : 
x Ef -’ [ ~1 } if J Ef(X). A fuzzy topology r in X is a subset of I.’ containing 
the constant fuzzy sets 0, 1 and closed under finite inlima and arbitrary 
suprema. If r is a fuzzy topology on X, then the pair (X, r) is called a fuzzy 
topological space and the members of 7 are the open fuzzy sets of this space. 
A fuzzy set ,U is closed if 1 -,u is open. The interior ,u” of a fuzzy set ,U is the 
largest open fuzzy set contained in ,D while the closure ,L of ,U is the smallest 
closed fuzzy set containing ,u. We have that ,D’ = 1 - 1 -,u. A function f, 
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from a fuzzy topological space X to another one Y. is called continuous it 
f -‘(,u) is open in X for each open fuzzy set p in Y. 
A fuzzy proximity on X (see [ 12J) is a binary relation b on I’ which 
satisfies the following axioms: 
(FP 1) ,uuSp implies p&, 
(FP2) @ V p) da iff ,u E o or p&. 
(FP3) pap implies that p # 0 and p # 0, 
(FP4) ,& (8 is the negation of S) implies that p < 1 -p, 
(FP5) p16p implies the existence of a u E I” such that $0 and 
(I -cJ)~p. 
The pair (X, 6) is called a fuzzy proximity space. To every fuzzy prox- 
imity 6 corresponds a fuzzy topology r(6) given by the closure operator 
,u -,L on I.‘, where ,Li= 1 - sup(p: p&). A mapping f, from a fuzzy prox- 
imity space (X, 6,) to another one (Y, 6,), is called a proximity mapping or a 
proximally continuous mapping if ,d,p impliesfg) SJ@). Equivalently,f is 
a proximity mapping if ,d,p in Y implies that f ‘01) S,f ‘@) in X. If ~6, p 
implies p&p, then 6, is said to be finer than 6,. 
A binary relation < on Ix is called a fuzzy semi-topogenous order if it 
satisfies the following axioms: 
(1) OGOand 1~ 1, 
(2) p < p implies p <p, 
(3) ~~<rue~<p, impliesP,G~,. 
The complement of a fuzzy semi-topogenous order < is the fuzzy semi- 
topogenous order <’ which is defined by p <‘p iff 1 -p < 1 -,u. 
A fuzzy semi-topogenous order << is called: 
(i) symmetrical if < = eC, 
(ii) topogenous if p, <p, and ,uz <pI imply p, Vpu, <p, V pz and 
PlA‘h~P,APzY 
(iii) perfect if pj < pj, j E J, implies sup pj < sup pi, 
(iv) biperfect if pj < pi, j E J, implies infpj < infpj and sup p,/ < sup pj. 
A fuzzy semi-topogenous order <, is called finer than another one <? if 
p <zp implies p <<, p. In this case we also say that e2 is coarser than <, . 
Given a fuzzy topogenous order & on X there exists a perfect fuzzy 
topogenous order @p finer than Q and coarser than any perfect fuzzy semi- 
topogenous order on X which is finer than <. It is defined by: ,u e p p iff there 
is a family (p II : a E A } of fuzzy sets such that p = sup pa and p, Q p for 
each a EA. Similarly. given a fuzzy semi-topogenous order < on X there 
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exists a biperfect fuzzy topogenous order <b liner than < and coarser than 
any biperfect fuzzy topogenous order on X which is finer than <. It is 
defined by p 6’ p iff there are families (,u, : a E A }, {p. : p E B} of fuzzy sets 
such that p = sup ,B,, p = inf p. and pu, Q p. for all CL E A and all /I E B. 
A fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X is a nonempty family S of fuzzy 
topogenous orders on X having the following two properties: 
(FSl) S is directed in the sense that given any two members of S 
there exists a member of S finer than both. 
(FS2) For each G in S there exists 4, in S such that p << p implies the 
existence of a fuzzy set u with ,U <, r~ <, p. 
If S is a fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X, then the pair (X, 6) is called a 
fuzzy syntopogenous space. A fuzzy syntopogenous structure S consisting of 
a single topogenous order is called a topogenous structure and the pair 
(X, S) a fuzzy topogenous space. S is called perfect (resp. biperfect) if each 
member of S is perfect (resp. biperfect). A fuzzy syntopogenous structure S, 
is called finer than another one S, if for each < in SZ there exists a member 
of S, finer than <. In this case we also say that S, is coarser than S, . If S, 
is finer than S, and SZ finer than S,, then S,, SZ are called equivalent. To 
every fuzzy syntopogenous structure corresponds a fuzzy topology r(S) 
given by the interior operator 
,u” = sup(p :p GP for some < E S). 
If (< ~ : u E A } is a family of fuzzy semi-topogenous order on X, then 
@ = Uae.4 <a is the fuzzy semi-topogenous order defined by: ,U < p iff p <0 p 
for some CI E A. If S is a fuzzy syntopogenous structure, then it is easy to see 
that <s = U(< : < E S} is a fuzzy topogenous order and that (Go} is a 
topogenous structure. Moreover, ,U E r(S) iff p <:,u. To every fuzzy topology 
r on X corresponds a perfect fuzzy topogenous structure S = (<}, where 
,B < p iff there exists u E r with ,U < u < p. Moreover, r = r(S). Conversely, to 
every perfect fuzzy topogenous structure S = (<) corresponds the fuzzy 
topology r = r(S), where ,u E r iff ,u < ,LL To two different fuzzy topologies 
correspond different perfect fuzzy topogenous structures. Similarly, to every 
symmetrical fuzzy topogenous structure S = (< } on X corresponds a fuzzy 
proximity 6 = 6(<), defined by p$p iff p < 1 -p. Moreover, the mapping 
(& } + 6(e), from the family of all symmetrical fuzzy topogenous structures 
on X to the family of all fuzzy proximities on X, is one-to-one and onto. 
Now let Q, denote the family of all functions u : Ix + I.’ with the 
following properties: 
(1) a(0) = 0 and ,U < U(B) for all ,U E PY, 
t2) a(suP iui) = suP aOli)3 
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For a E fix-, the function u ’ : I.’ --t I’ defined by 
belongs to Q, (see [ 71). A base for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity on X is a 
nonempty subset B of Q,Y having the following two properties: 
(FUl) Given a,, a2 E B there exists o E [E with u < a,. oz. 
(FU2) Given a E B there exists a, E B such that u, 0 u, < a. 
A base for a fuzzy uniformity on X is a base B for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity 
which has also the following property: 
(FU3) For each a E B there exists a, E B with a, <a-‘. 
B is called a fuzzy quasi-uniformity (resp. uniformity) if 8 is a base for a 
fuzzy quasi-iniformity (resp. uniformity) such that if a, E 5 and a E R,Y with 
a>a,, then aE ES. 
To every biperfect fuzzy topogenous order < on X corresponds an element 
a = a( E Q, defined by 
cf&)=inf(p:p<p). 
Thus we get a mapping w = wy, o(<) = uQ, from the set O., of all 
biperfect fuzzy topogenous orders on X to the set 0,. Some of the properties 
of the mapping w are the following: 
(1) w is one-to-one and into. 
(2) w(4) = [w(9)] -I. 
(3) <i is finer than <z iff w(<,)<w(<?). 
(4) If a = w(<), then p < p iff a(u) <p. 
(5) Let a = W(G) and ai= w(<~), i= 1,2. Then a, 0 u2 < a iff the 
following condition is satisfied: If p <p, then there exists o E Ix with 
/l@,UG,P. 
If S is a biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X, then the family 
w(S) = (w(e) : < E S} is a base for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity on X. 
Conversely, if B is a base for a fuzzy quasi-uniformly on X, then (o- ‘(B) is 
a biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X. 
If S, and S, are biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous structures on X, then S, is 
equivalent to S, iff w(S,) and w(S,) generate the same quasi-uniformity. 
Moreover, w(S) is a base for a fuzzy uniformity iff for every & E S there 
exists <, E S finer than eC. Finally. to every base IT3 for a fuzzy quasi- 
uniformity corresponds a fuzzy topology r(5) given by the interior operator 
p” = sup{p : u(p) <p for some CI E IE). 
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Clearly, if S = cc) -l(B) is the corresponding biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous 
structure. then r(S) = r(B). 
3. OPERATIONS ON FUZZY SYNTOPOGENOUS STRUCTURES 
THEOREM 3.1. If G is a fuzzy’ semi-topogenous order on X, then there 
exists a fuzzy topogenous order @q on Xfiner than < and coarser than all 
fuzzy topogenous orders on X which arefiner than G. This fuzzy topogenous 
order can be defined as follows: 
For ,u, p E Ix, we haLIe p <q p 13 there are natural numbers m, n and fuzz) 
sets ,ai, i = l...., m, and pj, j = l,..., n, such that ,a = Vy:, ,ai, p = r\Tr, pi and 
pi << pj for all i = I,..., m and all j = I,.... n. 
ProoJ It is easy to see that Go. as defined in the statement of the 
theorem, is a fuzzy semi-topogenous order on X. To show that <q is 
topogenous. let ,D <q p and ,u’ <q p’. There are fuzzy sets ,ui, i = l,..., m, ,uk. 
k = l,..., m’, pj, j = l,.... n. and pi, s = l,.... n’. such that 
P = Q Pi3 PI= (7 PA, PC A Pj9 p’ = ;I pf, 
i=l k=l j= I 5 = 1 
,ui < pj and ,u; G pi. We have 
,u A /I’ = SUP{& A /I; : 1 <i<m. I <k<m’) 
and 
iTfIll 
pAp’= A ol. 
t=, 
where 
UI = PI if 1 <t < n, 
= P:-, if n<t<n+n’. 
For l<t<n we have ,aiA,u;<pi<pI=u, and thus ,u~A,DL<u,. If 
n<t<n+n’, then pi A p; <pU; 4 p;-, = u, and so we have again that 
,U~ A PU; < u,. From the definition of gq, it follows that ,B A ,u’ <qp A p’. 
Analogously we show that ,u V p’ <q p V p’ and so <q is a fuzzy topogenous 
order. It is clear that ,L Q p implies that ,D <q p and hence gq is finer than <. 
Finally let <’ be a fuzzy topogenous order on X finer than < and let 
P= V?=LIi, PC A,“=, Pj? pi < pj. Since 6’ is finer than Q, we have that 
pi <’ pi. Since <’ is topogenous, we have ,u = VF-, ,uj <’ p.i for each j, 
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j = I...., 11, and hence ,u <’ A y ~, pi = p. This proves that <’ is coarser than 
<’ and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If < is a fuzz). semi-topogenous order on X. then. 
(a) e is topogenous sff G = Gy, 
(b) <4q = <q. 
Proposition 3.3 gives another description of the fuzzy topogenous order 
<4. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For @ a fuzzy semi-topogenous order on X. p <“p 
holds iff there are natural numbers m and ni, i = I..... m. and fuzzy sets pi. 
pi, ,uij. pij, i = l,..., m. j = I..... ni. such that 
P= q/Q. P= Q Pi3 /lj = A /Iii. 
i-l i=l j= I 
pi = A pii. and ,Pij < Pij 
;=I 
for i = I..... m; j = l,..., ni. 
ProoJ If pi, pi, p,, and pij are as in the statement of the proposition. 
then putting Zi = 11, 2,.... ni}.Z=~~=,Ziand.fortEZ,a,=Vi~,pi,,,we 
have 
P= V // P;j= A or. 
;=, j=, /E7 
For i = I..... m and t E Z. we have 
and thus pi < a(. From 
Conversely, let p <q p and 
that 
the definition of <q, it follows that p G” p. 
let ,ui, i = l,.... m, pi, j = l...., n. be fuzzy sets such 
;=I j-1 
Take n, = n, ,uij = ,ui (1 <j < n), pij = p,i (1 < i < m). a; = P (i = I,.... m). We 
have p=V~=,~i, p=V;!Jla;, ,U;=A\JII,U;j, a;=l\JL,P;;, and P;.;eP;,. 
The result follows. 
We omit the proof of the easily established. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G be a fuzzy semi-topogenous order. Then: 
(1) <qc = <cu. 
(2) If < is symmetrical, so is <q. 
Now let G, and @? be fuzzy semi-topogenous orders on a set X. The 
composition < = <, 0 &* is defined by 
iu<P iff there exists u E Ix such that p <I u G, p, 
It is easy to see that < is a fuzzy semi-topogenous order on X. For a fuzzy 
semi-topogenous order <, we will usually write <’ for the composition 
Q o<. 
We have the easily established 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let <, , <z be fizz?* semi-topogenous orders on X and 
< = <, O<,. Then: 
(1) <q is coarser than <‘: 0 <f. 
(2) +p (resp. eb) is coarser than 4: 0 <f (resp. <f 0 <i). 
(3) If both <, and Q? are topogenous. so is @. 
(4) If G, and <Z are both perfect (resp. biperjkt). then < is perfect 
(resp. biperfect ). 
(5) <c = <; 0 <;. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let S be a fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X and let 
Sp = (<p : < E St and S” = {<* : < E S). Then Sp (resp. Sh) is a perfect 
(resp. biperfect) fuzzy syntopogenous structure on Xfiner than S and coarser 
than any perfect (resp. biperfect) fuzzy syntopogenous structure ib’hich isfiner 
than S. 
Proof: Since < 1 coarser than ez implies that <r (resp. <i) is coarser 
than <f (resp. Q:), it follows easily, using Proposition 3.5(2), that Sp and 
Sh are fuzzy syntopogenous structures which are finer than S since <p and 
<b are both finer than <. If S, is a perfect (resp. biperfect) fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure finer than S. then given e E S. there exists <, E S, 
finer than <. Since <, is perfect (resp. biperfect), it follows that gp (resp. 
Go) is coarser than <, which proves that S, is finer than Sp (resp. Sb). 
Now let 6% LEli be a family of fuzzy syntopogenous structures on X. 
Consider the family S of all fuzzy topogenous orders of the form 
(Ui!, <;‘:,J”, where 1, E A and <$ E S,,k. It is easy to see that S is a fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure on X finer than each S, and coarser than every 
fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X which is finer than each .S,. We will 
call S the supremum of the family (S., t.,E , and we will denote it b! 
v s.1. .IE \ 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (S.,).,.,, be a fami/>* of fuzzy s!ntopogenous 
structures on X and let S = V,,:, S.,. Then r(S) = SUP.~~., r(S ,). 
Proof Let rO = r(S), r.I = r(S.,), and r = sup r.l. Since each S., is coarser 
than S, the topology r.\ is coarser than rO and hence r is coarser than r(,. 
Now let ,U be r,-open and let x,, E X. If ,B(.v~) > 0, there exist p E I.’ and 
< E S with p + ,u and p(xO) > 8. Let <$ E S-,k. k = l,..., n, such that 
Let <, = Ui,, G$,. From the definition of G:, there fuzzy sets pi, ,ui. 
i = l,..., in, j = l,..., N, such that p = Vy=“=, pi iu = AT=,pj, pi <,,u~. Since 
p(q,) ?O, there exists an i with pi@,) > 8. For a fixed j, 1 <j < N, there 
exists some k such that pi <G;kyj. It follows that pi is contained in the r., 
interior of ,u~ and hence m the r-interior ,uy’ of pi. Therefor: 
pi ,< &, /I;= = ,llOT. Thus por(xo) > pi(xo) > 8. Since this is true for each 
8 < ,u(,Y~), we have that MU = MU”. Thus p = ,u” and so p is r-open. This 
completes the proof. 
4. INVERSE IMAGE OF A FUZZY SEMI-T• POGENOUS ORDER 
Let f be a function from a set X to a set Y and let < be a fuzzy 
semitopogenous order on Y. Define a binary relation G, on I” by 
iu@,P iff f@) < 1 -f( 1 - p). 
It is easy to see that <, is a fuzzy semi-topogenous order on X. We will call 
<, the inverse image of < by the mappingfand we will denote it by f I(<). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f: X + Y be a function and let <, <’ be fUiz!q 
semitopogenous orders on Y. Then: 
(1) For ,u, p E I”, we have ,uf I(<) p ~fl there are fuzzy sets ,u, . p, in 
Ysuch that~,,p,,~1f-‘~,)andf-‘@,)~p. 
(2) f--I (<) is the coarsest fuzzy semi-topogenous order <, on X for 
which ,u’ Q p’ in I’ implies that f -‘(u’) <, f -‘@I). 
(3) If < is coarser than <<‘, then f -I(&) is coarser than f -I(<‘). Zf bt’e 
assume in addition that f is onto, then the contlerse is also true. 
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(4) If(<,:AEA} is a familJv offuzzy semi-topogenous orders on Y, 
then 
f-’ 0 <.1= u f-‘(q). 
.l E .\ .l E .\ 
(5) [f-‘(e)]” =f-I(<“). 
(6) [f-‘(e)]” =f-I(<“) and [f-‘(+)lb =fm’(<b). 
(7) [f-l(e)]‘=f-‘(4,. 
(8) If < is topogenous, so is f -I(<). 
(9) If 6 is perfect (resp. biperjkt), then f-l(<) is perfect (resp. 
biperfect). 
( 10) If < is symmetrical, then f ‘(G) is also symmetrical. 
(11) Let <,=f-I(<), <?=f-I(<‘) and <3=fp’(<O<‘). Then <3 
is coarser than el 0 e2. Iff is onto, then <3 = 4’ 0 e2. 
Proof. (I) Ifpf-‘(<)p, thenfb)< l-f(1 -p). Puttingpl==f@)and 
pl=1-f(l-p).wehave~l~~l.~~f~‘~l)andp~f~’@l).Conversely, 
suppose that there exist p,, pl in I” such that ,a<f -‘Ql), f-‘@,)<p 
and pl <pl. Since fO1)<f(f~‘O1,))<iul Gpl< 1 -f(I -f -‘@,))G 
l-f(l-p),wehavef@)< I-f(l-p)andsopf-‘(<)p. 
(2), (4) and the first part of (3) follow easily from (1). To prove the 
converse in (3), suppose that f is onto and that f-l(<) is coarser than 
f -I(<‘). Set <l =f -I(<) and 4; =f -I(<‘). Let p’, p’ in I’ with p’ +p’. 
Then f-l@‘) <‘f -I@‘) and so f -‘(a’) <zf -I@‘). Hence f(f -‘(,a’)) <’ 
1 -f( 1 -f-l@‘)). Since f is onto, we have f(f -‘@‘)) =p’ and 
f (1 -f-l@‘)) = 1 -p’. Therefore p’ <’ p’. 
(5) Set <l =J-‘(6) and Gz =f -I(<“). Ifp <zp, then there exist p’, p’ in 
I” with ,u’ <q p’, p <f-l@‘) and f -I@‘) <p. By the definition of <q, there 
are fuzzy sets pi ,..., p:, , pi ,.... p; in Y with p’ = VyZl puf, p’ = /j\inTlp,!, 
,uu( @pj. Set pi =f -‘(pi) and pj=f-‘@;). Then f -‘ip’) = VyEl,ui, 
f-‘@‘)=/j\in=lpjandpi<lpj. Hence 
and so ,D <‘f p. Analogously, we prove that ,U ~7 p implies that ,U <? p. 
(6) For the proof we use the definitions of ep and <’ and an argument 
analogous to that of (5). 
(7) It is a direct consequence of the definitions. 
(8), (9), and (10) follow from (5), (6), and (7), respectively. 
(11) Let p,pEIX with ,au3p. There are ,a’.~, in I” with ,a,@O+‘p,, 
,D <f-‘(p,) and p>f -I@‘). Let (T, E f” be such that pl <‘u, <pl. If 
u =f -‘(u,), thenf -‘(,ul) <?a elf -I@‘) and hencef-‘01,) gl 0 <Jp’(pl). 
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Therefore ,u <, 0 eZ-, since ,u <.f‘~ ‘(,D, ) and p >f’ ‘@, ). Finally. suppose 
thatf, is onto and let ,u <? (T @, p. Then 
f(p)<’ I -f(l-0) and f’(a) e 1 -./‘( I -p). 
Since f is onto. we have that 1 -J‘(l - CJ) <f(a). Hence J’(,u) <‘J‘(a) C; 
1-f(l-P) which implies thatf(,u)<O<’ l-f(l-P) and sop~~p. 
We also have the easily established 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f : X + Y and g : Y + Z be functions and let G be 
afuzzjt semi-ropogenous order on Z. Then (g of)- ’ (G) =f -‘( g-‘(4)). 
5. INVERSE IMAGE OF A FUZZY SYNTOPOGENOUS STRUCTURE 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let f : X-+ Y be a function and let S be a fuzz!, 
syntopogenous structure on Y. Then: 
(1) f-‘(S)= (f-‘(<):GES} is a fuzzy syntopogenous tructure 
on X. 
(2) If S is perfect, biperfect or symmetrical. then f-'(S) is per&t. 
biperfect or symmetrical, respectively. 
Prooj It follows easily from Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If (S.,).,.,, is a family of fuzzy syntopogenous 
structures on Y and f:X-+Y a mapping, 
V.,,Af -‘(S,). 
[hen f -‘(v.,,, S.,) = 
Proof If +. k = l...., n, are fuzzy semi-topogenous orders on Y, then 
by proposition 4.1. Hence the resut follows directly from the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let f: X-, Y be a function, S a fuzzy syntopogenous 
structure on Y, r = t(S), r, = r(f -l(S)) and 7? =f -l(r). Then T, = r2. 
Set <,=U(+:<ES} and ~l=U{f~‘(~):~~S}=f-‘(~,). Then 
,uuE r, iff ,u<~,LL Similarly, ,D’ E r iff ,u’ <g,u’. Also, ef=f -I(<&‘) by 
Proposition 4.1. If now ,B’ E r, then ,u’ <g,’ and so f -‘&‘)<yf -I@‘) 
which implies that f -‘($‘) E 5,. Conversely. if ,D E r, . then ,u <;,D and so 
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f(u)<; 1 -f(l -p). Hence, there exists rrE r withf@)<o< 1 -f(l -p). 
Thus 
P <f-‘(fOl))<f-‘(~) <f-‘(1 -f(l -Pu)) GP 
and so ,u =f--‘(a) E r?. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Ler ((Y.\, S,) : A E A } be a family of fuzzy? 
syztopogenous spaces, X a set and? for each A E A. f\ : X --) Y., a function. If 
S = l,l,,,,f -‘(S.,), then s(S) is the weakestfuzzJ1 topology r on Xfor which 
each f, : (X, r) + (Y., , r(S.,)) is continuous. 
ProoJ It follows from Proposition 5.3 and from Theorem 3.7. 
Now let f be a function from X to Y and let p E Sz,. The function 
a =f -’ o P Of (a@&) =P(f cu))(S(*u)) f or each ,u E I.’ and each .Y E X) 
belongs to Q,r. We will call a the inverse image of B by the function f and we 
will denote it by f ‘(p). 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let f: X-, Y be a function and let ,Ll. /3,, /3> E J2,-. 
Then: 
(1) j3, </I, implies thatf -‘@,)<f -‘(/I,). 
(2) If a1=f ?A). a2 =f -‘(p2) and a =f -‘(/I, 0 PI). then 
a, 0 a, < a. If f is onto, then a = a, 0 a2. 
(3) f -‘(j-i) = [f -‘@)I-‘. 
Proof. (1) It is clear from the definitions. 
(2) If P E Ix, then a?(p) =f --I [BJfCu))] and hence f (a*&)) = 
f lf %WWN G4(fCu)). Since PI is increasing, we have PI [f (a2@))] < 
(PI 0 PJ(f Cu)). Hence 
(a, 0 401) = al(az(lu)) =f %(f (aAA))I 
Gf -’ [Cp, 0 PJ(f cU))l = a@). 
If f is onto, then f (a,@)) =Pz(f 01)) from which follows that (a, 0 aZ)Cu) = 
44 
(3) We have 
f -‘cO~‘)cU)(-y)= infW(f(x)) :P(l -p’) < 1 -f&)1 
and 
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Now let p’ E 1’. with /I( I -p’) < 1 -f(p) and take p =f‘ ‘(p’). Since 
f(l -p)< 1 -pt. we have 
f-'cm -P)(~~)=Pu-(l -P)u-p-)) 
<P(l -P'K/-C-u)) < 11 -SC~)l(f(.~)) 6 1 -,w-). 
Thus f -‘@)(I -p) < I -,u which implies that 
For the converse inequality, let p E I” with f I@)( 1 - p) < I - ,u. Let 
y E Y. If .r =f(x), then 
Thus, for y Ed, we have 
11 -fCu)lO) = inf{ 1 -Au) :f@) =Yl >P(f(l -P))(4’). 
Also, for .Y @f(X), [ 1 -f@)](y) = 1 2 P(f( 1 - p))( JI). Thus, taking 
p’= 1 -f(l -p), we have l-f@)>P(l -p’) and so f-‘(j-‘)@)< 
f-l@‘) < p. This proves that 
f-‘W’U) < If-‘W-’ cu) 
and the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let f: X- Y be a function, o = w,~ : O,+ Q,, 
co’ = co,. : O,+QR, and < E Oy. Then o(f -I(<)) =f -‘(co’(<)). 
Proof. Let ,D E I”. It is easy to that we have 
o(f -‘(<))&) = inf(p :p E IX andpf -‘(e)p} 
and 
f -‘(o’(<))(p) = inf( f - I@‘) : p’ E I’ andfb) G p’). 
If f@) 4 p’ and p=f -‘(p’), then pf -‘(<)p since ,U <f -‘(f(p)). 
Conversely, let p E I” with pf -‘(@)p. There are p’. p’ E I” with ,u’ 6 p’, 
p<f-‘(,u’) and p>f-I@‘). Since f(u)<f(fm’(,u’))<,u’<p’, we have 
f(p) < p’. Thus given p with pf -‘(4)p there exists p’ E I” with f ‘@‘) ,< p 
and f @) < p’. Combining the preceding remarks we get the result. 
LJsing Propositions 5.5 and 5.6 we get 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let f be a function from X to Y nd let 8 c Q,.. Then: 
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( 1) If B is a base for a fuzzy quasi-untformity (resp. uniformity), then 
f-‘(B)= {f-y/?) :pE B} is a base for a fuzzy quasi-untformity (resp. 
uniformity). 
(2) If e is a base for a fuzzy quasi-untformity and S the 
corresponding biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous structure, then f '(S) is the 
biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous structure which corresponds to f - ‘(LB). 
6. CONTINUITY 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let S, S’ be fuzzy syntopogenous structures on X. Y, 
respectively, and let f be a function from X to Y. Then f is said to be (S, S’)- 
continuous tf f -‘(St) is coarser than S, i.e. for each <’ E S’ there exists 
< E Sfiner than f -I($‘). 
We have the easily established 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let ((Y.,, S.,) : 1 E A} be a family of fuzz4 
syntopogenous spaces, X a set and, for each A E A, fk a function from X to 
YA. If S = V.IE., f .; ‘(S,), then eachf, is (S. S,)-continuous. Moreover, S is 
coarser than any fuzzy syntopogenous structure S’ on X for which each ft is 
(S’, S,)-continuous. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let (X, S,), (Y, Sz). and (Z, S,) be fuzz) 
syntopogenous spaces and let f : X-t Y be (S, , S&ontinuous and g : Y + Z 
an (Sz. S,)-continuous function. Then g 0 f : X+ Z is (S, , S,)-continuous. 
Proof It follows from the equality 
(gof)-’ (S,) =f -Y&Y-‘(S,)). 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let X, Y.I, S.,, fi, 1 E A, and S be as in Proposition 
6.2 and let (Y, S’) be a fuzzy syntopogenous space. Then, a funtion g : Y 4 X 
is (S’, S)-continuous iff eachff, 0 g : Y+ Y., is (S’, S.,) continuous. 
Proof: The necessity follows from Proposition 6.3. Conversely, suppose 
that eachff, o g is (S’, S,)-continuous and let < E S. By the definition of S. 
there are 1, ,..., A, E A and G-,‘; E S.\k, k = l,..., n, such that 
< = [U,“=,f.\,‘(+G;)]“. Since eachf,kdg is (S’, S.,Jcontinuous and since 
S’ is directed, therekexists <’ E S’ finer than each (ft, o g))’ (<$. Since 
it follows that g-l(<) is coarser than &‘. This completes the proof. 
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Proposition 6.5 tells us that continuity of a functionfwith respect to fuzzy 
syntopogenous structures implies the continuity of f with respect to the 
corresponding fuzzy topologies. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let S. S’ be frtzzy sjwtopogenous structures on X and 
Y, respectively, and let f: X + Y be a function. Iff is (S. S’)-continuous. then 
f is continuous with respect o the corresponding fuzz?, topologies. 
Proof: Let~,=U(~‘:~ES’).~z=f~‘(~,)and~,=U(~:~ES). 
Since S is finer than f - ‘(S’), it is clear that <? is finer than <?. Hence 6: is 
finer than <P=f -I(<;). If now p E r(S’). then p <f,u and so 
f-'(,u)<Pf -I@). Thusf-‘b) <ff-‘Or) which implies thatf-‘@) E r(S). 
Let now < be a fuzzy semi-topogenous order on a set X and let Y be a 
subset of X. The restriction of < to Y is detined to be the fuzzy semi- 
topogenous order <, =f -I(<). where f is the canonical mapping of Y into 
X. We will denote e, by </r. It is easy to see that, for pu, p E I’. we have 
p 4 I,. p iff ,u, < p, . where p,, pi E I-’ are defined by p,(x) = p(x) and p,(x) = 
p(x) if x E Y while for s 6? Y we have p,(x) = 0 and p,(x) = 1. 
DEFINITION 6.6. Let S be a fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X and let 
Y c X. Then the restriction of S to Y is the fuzzy syntopogenous structure 
Using Proposition 6.4, we get easily 
PROPOSITION 6.7, Let (X, S) and (Y, S’) be fuzzy syntopogenous spaces 
and let f be a function from X to Y. Then f is (S, S’)-continuous iff f : X + 
f(X) is (S, S’ I,,,y,)-continuous. 
7. PRODUCT OF FUZZY SYNTOPOGENOUS SPACES 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let ((X.{, S,) : A. E A } be a famil~~ of fuzz? 
syntopogenous paces and let X = n.,=., X., . If z., denotes the canonical 
projection of X into X.,, then the fuzzy syntopogenous structure 
V.kE,, R.;‘(S.~) is called the product of the family of fuzzJt syntopogenous 
strudures (S,), E,, and it is denoted by n.,.,, S.,. The set X equipped with 
the product fuzzy syntopogenous structure is called the product of the fami!,, 
~(X,,S,):~E~t. 
Using Propositions 5.4 and 6.4, we get 
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PROPOSITION 7.2. Let X, X,1, S,,, A E A, be as in Definition 7.1. Then: 
(1) The jiuzzyl topology which corresponds to the product fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure S = nIIC,, S, is the product of the fuzzy topologies 
W,), A E A. 
(2) If g is a function from a fuzzy syntopogenous space (Y, S’) to X, 
then g is (S’, S)-continuous tfleach n.k o g is (S’, S,)-continuous. 
8. INITIAL FUZZY PROXIMITIES 
Let f be a function from X to Y and let 6 be a fuzzy proximity on X. TO 6 
corresponds (see [ 15-l) a unique symmetrical topogenous structure S = (G } 
where ,u<p iff ,&(1-p). If &,=f-I(<), then f-'(S)={<,} is a 
symmetrical topogenous structure on X. Let 6, be the fuzzy proximity on X 
which corresponds to f -l(S). We will call 6, the inverse image by f of the 
fuzzy proximity 6 and we will denote it by f -'(a). For p,p E I”, we have 
Thus ,uG,p iff f 01) Sf @). It follows that the mapping f: (X,f -'(a)) -+ (Y, 6) 
is a proximity mapping and clearly f ‘(6) is the coarsest fuzzy proximity on 
X for which f is a proximity mapping. 
Summarizing the above remarks, we have 
PROPOSITION 8.1. If f : X+ Y is a function and 6 a fuzzy proximity on 
Y. then the binary relation f -l(6) on Ix defined by 
ruf-'(@P Vf fOl)sf@)l 
is a fuzzy, proximity on X. Moreover, f ‘(6) is the coarsest of all fuzzy prox- 
imities 6, on X for which f is (8, , @proximally continuous. 
Suppose next that (X, , a,),.,, is a family of fuzzy proximity spaces, X a 
set and for each a E ,4 let f, : X+X, be a mapping. For each a E A, let 
S, = {6a 1 be the symmetrical topogenous structure which corresponds to 
6,. Let S = VaEA f ;'(S,). S ince each f -'(S,) is symmetrical, S is a 
symmetrical fuzzy syntopogenous space. Let es = (4 : e E S 1. It is easy to 
see that .S, = { gs 1 is a symmetrical fuzzy topogenous structure. Let 6, be the 
fuzzy proximity which corresponds to S,. We will obtain a direct 
construction of 6, by means of the given fuzzy proximities 6,. To this end, 
we observe that ,&,,p is equivalent to the existence of a, ,..., a,, E A such that 
P 1 4 (1 -P). (*) 
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By Theorem 3.1, (*) is equivalent to the existence of fuzzy sets p, ,....P~,,. 
o ,,..., (T,~ such that p = V;=, pi, 1 -p = r\T=, aj and for each pair (i,j) there 
exists k = k(i,j), I < k < n. such that 
But (**) means that f,,oli) <nr 1 -f,,(l - uj) or equivalently 
.L,oli) 6aJa,(1 - uj>. w e also have p = VT=, (1 - uj). Combining the 
preceding remarks we see easily that ,u$,,p iff there are fuzzy sets p, ,...,,u,,,, 
p ,,.... pN such that p = VyE, pi. p = Vi”=, pj and for each pair (i,j) there 
exists an a E A such thatf,Qi) $J,@j). Next we see that eachf, is(6,. 6,). 
proximally continuous. In fact, if p, p E 1”” with ,&,p, then f; ‘@) S,f, ‘@) 
sincef,(f, I($)) <p andf,(f, ‘@)) < p. Let now 6, be a fuzzy proximity on 
X such that each f, is (6,, 6,)-proximally continuous. We will show that 6, 
is finer than 6,. So let ,&,p. We need to show that ,@,p. In fact, if 
~=V~=,~iandp=VJ’=~~j, then there exist i, j such that pi6,pj. Since each 
f, is (6,) 6,).proximally continuous, we havef,bi) S,f,Qj) for each a E A. 
This proves that ,&,p. 
Finally, let (Y, 6,) be a fuzzy proximity space and let f: (Y, 6,) + (X, o,). 
If f is a proximity mapping, then each h, =f, 0 f is (6,) 6,)-proximally 
continuous. Conversely, suppose that each h, is proximally continuous and 
let ,&,p. We will show that f @) S,f @). In fact, let f (,u) = I/r!, ,u;, 
f@)=VJZlpj. Let u,,=v~=,f-‘(tti)>,tt and P,=Vr=If-‘@j)~P. Since 
,&,p, we have ,u,6,p0. Hence there are i,j such thatf -‘(ui) S,f -‘(pi). Since 
h, is (8,. 6,)-proximally continuous and since h,(f ‘oli)) ~ f,oli) and 
h,(f -‘(pi)) <f,(pj), we have f,(,ni) S,f,(pj) for all CI EA. This proves that 
f 01) S,f @). Hence f: (Y, 6,) + (X, 6,) is proximally continuous. 
Summarizing, we have 
THEOREM 8.2. Let ((X,, 6,) : u E A} be a nonempty family~ of fuzzy 
proximity spaces, X a set and for each a E A let f, : X+ X, be a mapping. 
Define a binary relation 6 on X by ,uSp tz the following condition is satisfied: 
rfu = Vy=, ,ui and p = VJ=, pj. then there are i, j such that f,ori) S,f,@j) 
for all a E A. Then: 
(1) 6 is the coarsest fuzzy proximity on X with respect to which each 
f, is a proximity mapping. 
(2) A mapping f from a fuzzy proximity space (Y, 6,) to (X. 6) is prox- 
imally continuous tff each f, 0 f : (Y, 6,) + (X, , 6,) is proximally continuous. 
Let now 6 be a fuzzy proximity on X and let S = (<) be the 
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corresponding symmetrical topogenous structure. Let r = r(6) be the fuzzy 
topology which correspond to 6. The r-interior of a fuzzy set ,u is given by 
Thus s(S) = r(S). 
THEOREM 8.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 8.2, the fuzzy topology 
r(6) is the coarsest of all fuzzy topologies r on X for which each f, : (X, r) + 
(X,, r(6,)) is continuous. 
Proof For each a E A, let S, = (G,) be the symmetric fuzzy 
topogenous structure on X, which corresponds to 6, and let 
S=I,/,,,4f;‘(S,). If <,=l.j{<:<~S), then So=(<o} is the symmetric 
fuzzy topogenous structure on X which corresponds to 6 and thus r(6) = 
r(S,). Since r(S) = r(S,), the result follows from Theorem 3.7. 
9. PRODUCT OF FUZZY PROXIMITY SPACES 
DEFINITION 9.1. Let ((X,, 6,) : a E A} be a nonempty family offuzzy 
proximity spaces and let X = n, l A X, . Then, the product fuzzy proximity 
naE,, 6, on X is defined to be the coarsest fuzzy proximity on X with respect 
to which each canonical projection 71, : X -+ X, is a proximity mapping. 
Using Theorems 8.2 and 8.3, we get 
THEOREM 9.2. (a) If S = nn E-l 6,. then ,u6p 13 the following condition is 
sarisEed: Zf ,u = I/y=, ,ui and p = VJ’=, pj, then there are i. j such that 7c,(pi) 
dana for all a EA. 
(b) A function ffrom a fuzzy proximity space (Y, 6,) to (X, 6) is prox- 
imal& continuous tff each 7c, 0 f is (6,) 6,).proximally continuous. 
(cl rW = LE.-! r(a,). 
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